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Devised reference
\[ M = 512 \]
Page replacement

Physical mem

Mem full -> need new page
  -> dispose old one
Of 2 vs. Go most unnecessary

need

less or discarded least necessary

brought in

 Lack of path

FiFo vs. discarded older
\[(\text{else dec} \rightarrow \text{break if done}) \rightarrow \text{inner}^v (\text{else dec}) \rightarrow \text{break if done}\]

Remember
April

malloc

max

alloc

new

alloc

need
\[ \text{We need } \text{ to filter for safety.} \]

\[ \text{where } \text{ resources} \]

\[ \text{Avail} = \text{Avail} - 1 \]

\[ \text{Avail} > 1 \]

\[ \text{if needed} (\text{?}) \text{ resources} \]
\[
\text{test for safety} \quad \text{func} \quad \text{for all}
\]